
BY CAPTURING THE STORIES YOUR PEOPLE TELL
UNDERSTAND WHAT’S REALLY GOING ON IN YOUR BUSINESS 

HOW IT HELPS YOU
WorkJournal supplies the information you need  
to track organisational performance: 
• business improvement and change management 

initiatives: benchmarking and tracking
• office and workplace design: supporting the design 

brief and post-occupancy evaluation
• IT infrastructure rollouts: user experience and issues 

management
• understanding your organisation’s culture to ground 

workforce planning and HR strategy
• workforce analytics: measuring work health and 

safety and wellbeing, managing a remote workforce.

It’s never been more important to engage with your 
staff and to understand how they experience their work. 
Traditional survey tools can’t keep up with how the pace  
of change affects your people.

Understand how your staff work, think and feel, 
WorkJournal captures, compiles and distills the stories they 
share. You gain real insights on the situations people face 
that can be used to directly inform smart decision-making.

WORKJOURNAL HAS TWO CORE COMPONENTS:
• the interface where your people submit their stories1

• an analytics layer that filters those stories to reveal 
strategic intelligence about your working environment. 

Individual items are designed to capture aspects of people and performance in the workplace, motivation, 
resilience, compliance, capacity, resources, risk, as well as how well the work design matches task demands.

Choose different filters to get new insights on staff health, 
the suitability of the work design, productivity and more.

1   Uses a capture tool designed by Dr Wendy Elford for use with SenseMaker® software 
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ABOUT STORYWORX:
StoryWorx is a consultancy specialising in gathering  
experiences of work to inform business transformation.  
Lead by Dr Wendy Elford, StoryWorx equips senior executives,  
HR professionals and change managers to connect the decisions 
they make with results for their workforce. 

We tailor packages with options ranging from a trial 
implementation to an ongoing program. Contact us at 
business@wendyelford.com for more information.

Effort put into the work. Nature of personal experience of people.

Capacity of people versus the nature  
and rate of change in work.

Balance of the overall work design.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

WorkJournal uncovers people’s day-to-day experience 
of the factors that contribute to their engagement; the 
things that make them productive.

WorkJournal reveals the patterns in complex 
environments. It yields qualitative and quantitative 
information to supplement your existing quantitative 
data. Traditional survey instruments exclude the context, 
so you’re flying half-blind. WorkJournal gives you the 
complete picture, allowing you to plan programs with 
greater assurance.  

.

HOW YOU CAN USE WORKJOURNAL

The StoryWorx–WorkJournal can be rolled out:

• As a complement to your staff surveys
• As a scheduled program, e.g. run quarterly 
• As an ‘always on’ live feedback tool
• By integrating workforce analytics into reporting 

dashboards
• Through interfacing with other business intelligence 

tools, such as productivity or geospational information.


